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ABSTRACT 
The concept of an EP element is generalized to a regular reflexive semigroup 
with involution. The existence of the Moore-Penrose inverse of an element is 
discussed, and some results dealing with the product of EP elements are given. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The concept of the Moore-Penrose generalized inverse a’ of an element 
a, defined as the unique solution to 
axa = a, (1.1) 
xax = x, (1.2) 




has found uses in many branches of mathematics ranging from matrix theory 
through operator theory to ring theory. The study of this generalized inverse 
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rests on an intricate combination of the Von Neumann regularity of a, 
ensuring the existence of solutions to (1.1) and (1.2), and the properties of 
the involution operation ( * )*. In contexts, such with complex 
or star-regular rings [l, one assumes global properties of the 
involution, such as (a*) * = a, (ab) * = b *a*; (a + b)* = a* + b*, and a*u =0 if 
and only if a =0 (star canellation law), for all elements a in the set 
considered. It is, however, when one drops these global demands that many 
interesting and more difficult problems arise, as illustrated by the examples 
of unbounded operators on Hilbert spaces, for which (u*)* may not equal a, 
and the matrices over finite fields with more exotic involutions, for which 
u*u = 0 may not imply that a = 0 [5, 61. 
The purpose of this note is to examine the local behavior of an element a, 
when we relinquish the global star-cancellation law but keep all the other 
global demands. In particular we shall examine the so-called EP elements 
which generalize the concept of a complex EP, matrix A, that is a matrix of 
rank T for which A and A* have the same range R ( .), [3]. We shall phrase 
our results in the more abstract setting of semigroups, with most of the 
translations to rings, matrices, or I rings being self-evident. 
2. DEFINITIONS AND PRELIMINARIES 
A semigroup S with a two-sided zero 0 is called regular with involution if 
for each a E S, the equation am = a has a solution a- in S, and there is an 
involutory anti-isomorphism (.)* : S+S such that (a*)* = a, (ub)* = b*u*, 
and u* = 0 if and only if a = 0. If in addition a* a = 0 implies that a = 0, then 
S is called *-regular. 
Throughout this note we shall assume S to contain a two-sided zero and 
to be regular with involution, but we shall not assume the global star- 
cancellation law. 
For completeness we recall the following definitions which are the 
counterparts of the concepts of range, row space, nullspace, and orthogonal 
complement from linear algebra. For a E S, US = {us/s E S }, Sa = { SU]S E S }, 
and for a subset UcS, we define U”={xES]ux=O, for all ~EU}, ‘U 
={x~S]xu=O for all ~JEU}, U*={u*lu~U}, and U~={x]x*u=O for 
all u E U} = (“U)*. It is well known that T C U implies U” C To and ‘U COT, 
and that U c”( U”), U c (“U)‘. Moreover, it is easily seen that ‘(US) =‘a, 
(Su)‘= u”, (Sa)* = a*S, and that 
uS=bS -s Su*= Sb*. (2) 
We observe that in general U n U’ #(0) unless one assumes global star 
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cancellation, however, we do have that for any U c S, 
(“U)” = (u*)“, (uO)*=O(u*). P! 
In fact, (“~)*={r~xU=O}*={ yIU*y=O}=(U*)‘, with the second identity 
following by left-right symmetry. 
In what follows we shall make the additional assumption that S is reflexiue, 
that is for all a E S, 
o((S~)“)c Sa. 
These semigroups are closely related to the dual semigroups of Schwarz [8]. 
Now (4) implies that ‘(a”) = Sa which shows, with aid of the involution, that 
(‘(as ))” = US also. Using these identities we may prove the following results 
which will be applied repeatedly in the sequel. 
b=ba-a w SbcSa em a”cbo, (54 
c=aa-c e cscas * Our%, (5.2) 
(US)’ = (a*)O, (5.3) 
(aO)l = a*s. (5.4) 
In particular, 
Sb=Sa w b”=ao, cS=aS ts Oc=%, (6) 
and (aS)li = US, which is the reason for calling S reflexive. 
The first equivalence of (5.1) is obvious since 
SbCSa =+ b=ya j ba-a= yaa-a=ya=b, 
while the second equivalence follows on taking in succession right and left 
annihilators throughout the inclusion Sb c Sa. It is further clear that (5.2) 
follows from (5.1) by left-right symmetry, and that (5.3) is a special case of 
(3) with U=aS. Lastly, (a’)l= [“((!Su)o)]*=(So)*=a*S, as desired. 
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3. MAIN RESULTS 
Since the Moore-Penrose inverse does not exist in general we shall first 
need some elementary conditions on a guaranteeing the existence of a’. 
THEOREM 1. Let S be a regular reflexive semigroup with involution (-)* 
and let a be a fixed element of S. The following are equivalent: 
(i) there is a solution al3 to axa = a, (ax)* = ax, (a) 
(ii) there is a solution to a*ax = a*, 
(iii) a*aS = a* S, (7) 
(iv) (a*a)‘= a’, 
(v) aS n (aS)l = (0). 
Moreover, the following are equivalent: 
(i) there is a solution al4 to am = a, (xa)* = xa, 
(ii) there is a solution to aa*x* = a, 
(iii) aa* S = aS, (P) 
(iv) (au*)‘= (a*)‘, 
(v) aon (a’)’ = (0). 
Proof. 
(a)(i)*(v). Let x~aS n(aS)‘=aSn(a*)O. Then x=as and a*as=O. 
Hence xS= ass= aa13a.sS = (a13)*a*asS= (0), and so x= xr-x=0. 
(v)*(iv). Suppose (O)=aS n(aS)l =aS n(a*)“={axla*ax=O}. Then 
a* ax = 0 implies ax = 0 and so (a*a)’ C a’. The reverse inclusion always 
holds. 
(iv)=+(iii). This is clear since a* S = b* SW Sa = Sb+ Sa)‘= (Sb)‘, for any a 
and b, as seen from (5.1). 
(iii)+(ii). This follows from the regularity of S as used in (5.2). 
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(ii)+(i). U*UX= 
n 
COROLLARY. Under the hypothesis of the theorem, u’ exists if and only 
if (a) and ( P) hold, and is then given by a’ = a 14uu13. 
REMARK These local results generalize the results by Pearl [7], who 
showed that for a fixed m X n matrix A over a field, Al3 exists if and only if 
rankA =rankA*A and that Al4 exists if and only if rankA =rankAA*. 
We now come to the main part of this paper, which deals with EP 
elements. For a * -regular ring this had been discussed in [4]. 
DEFINITION. An element a of a regular semigroup with involution (*)* 
is culled EP if uS= u*S. 
We shall give several results dealing with a regular reflexive semigroup S 
with involution. 
LEMMA 1. If a and b are EP elements in S, then 
aS=bS H u*S=b*S o Su=Sb w u”=bo. 
The proof is contained in (2) and (6). 
LEMMA 2. Let a, b E S. 
(i) Sub= Sb+ub)‘= bOwuOn bS=(O). 
(ii) ubS = aSHO =“bw% n Su = (0). 
Proof. 
(i) The first equivalence follows from (6). Now suppose that (ub)‘= b” 
and that y E aon bS. Then y = bx and uy =0, so that ubx =O, that is, 
0 = bx = y. Conversely, let aon bS = (0) and suppose x E (ab)‘. Then bx E 
(u” n bS) = (0), so that x E b”. Certainly b” c (ub)‘, completing the proof. 
(ii) This follows by left-right symmetry. n 
LEMMAS. If a is EP in S, then the following are equivalent: 
(i) U’S = US, 
(ii) a4z* S = US, 
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(iii) Sa2 = Sa, 
(iv) u*uS = US. 
In any case ut exists and uut = ata. 
Proof. 
(i)*(ii). u2S = auS = uu*S. 
(ii)=+(iii). If uu*S = US then by Theorem 1, al4 exists, and hence Su* c Su 
implies by (5.1) that a*u14u = a*. And so a14uu = a, ensuring that Su2 = Su. 
(iii)*(iv). Su= S aa- - S u*u implies that u*uS=u*S=uS. 
(iv)*(i). If u*uS= US = u*S, then by Theorem 1, al3 exists, and so 
u*S c US implies that uu13u* = a*, that is uuu13= a which ensures that 
US = a%. Lastly, uf clearly exists by Theorem 1, and 
LEMMA 4. Let a, b E S. 
(i) Zf US = u*S = bS and uu*S = as, then at exists and ubS= as, Sub 
= Sb. 
(ii) Zf bS=b*S= US and b*bS = b*S, then b’ exists and ubS = US, 
Sub = Sb. 
Proof 
(i) uf clearly exists by Lemma 3. Now abS = uu*S = US, while Sb* c Su 
implies that b*u+a= b* or b = a’ub. Hence Sb c Sub c Sb. 
(ii) We interchange the roles of b and a* in (i). n 
It should be remarked that for the multiplicative semigroup of n X n matrices 
over a skew field we may replace R (AB) = R (A) and RS (AB) = RS (B) by 
the condition rankA = rank B = rankAB, where RS (- ) denotes, as always, the 
rowspace of the matrix (e). 
We are now ready for our main theorem. 
THEOREM 2. Let a and b be EP elements of a regular reflexive semi- 
group S with involution (*)*. Then the following are equivalent: 
(i) ub is EP and ubS = US, Sub = Sb, 
(ii) aS= bS and uu*S= as, 
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(iii) aS= bS and b*bS= b*S, 
(iv) aS = bS and aS = a%, 
(v) aS = bS and Sb = Sb2, 
(vi) ab and ba are EP and abS= as, baS= bS. 
In any case a’, b’, (ab)‘, and (ba)’ exist, each commutes with its Moore- 
Penrose inverse, and 
(ab)‘= b’a’, (ba)‘=a’b’. (8) 
Proof. 
(i)*(ii). Clearly aS = abS = b*a* S = b* S = bS, and so a* S = bS. By 
Lemma 2 and (5.4), Sub= Sb implies that (0)= aon bS= aon a*R = aon 
(a’)l, and hence by Theorem 1, aa*S = as. 
(ii)+(iii). From (7) we see that aa*S=aS implies that a”n(ao)l =(O). 
Then on using (5.3)-(5.4), we arrive at (0)=(aS)lna*S=(aS)lnaS 
=(bS)l n bS, and so by (7) (iii), b*bS= b*S. 
(iii)+(iv)+(v). These follow in the same manner with aid of Lemma 3. 
(v)+(vi). From Lemma 3, bS = b2S, and the case (iii)=+(iv) shows that 
aS = a2S. We then have abS = a2S = as, baS = b2S = bS, and (ba)* S = a* b* S 
= a* bS = a*aS = aS = bS = bus, establishing that ba is EP. 
(vi)*(i). This follows from the fact that 
since then b*a*S= b*S or Sub= Sb. 
In any of the above cases (ab)2S = abaS = abS and ( ba)2S = babS = bus, and 
hence by Lemma 3, a’, b’, (ab)‘, and (b a)’ all exist, and each commutes with 
its Moore-Penrose inverse. The inverse power law (8) is now an immediate 
consequence of the identities a ‘ab = b = baa’ and abb’ = a = b ‘ba, which 
follow directly from an application of (5.1)-(5.2) to the equalities a*S = b*S, 
and Sa* = Sb*. Indeed, b’a’ab=b’b and ab(b’a’)=aa’ show that b’a’ 
=(ab)‘, while (a’b’)ba=a’a and ba(a’b’)= bb’ yield that a’b’=(ba)‘. n 
In the case of a regular ring, which incidentally always satisfies (4), we 
may state the following. 
COROLLARY 2. Let R be a regular ring with involution (*)*, and 
suppose that a and b are EP elements of R. If u = (1- aa’)b, v = a(1 - bb’), 
w = b(l - aa ‘), and z = (1 - bb ‘)a, then any of the following conditions 
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imply the conditions of Theorem 2: 
(vii) u*u=O*u=O, v*v=O~v=O, (ab)‘=b’a’, abR=aR, Rab=Rb; 
= R: iii’ ww*=O*w=O, z*z=O~z=O, (ba)‘=a’b’, baR=bR, Rba 
&) vv*=O~v=O, WW*=O=W=O, (ab)+=b+a+, (ba)+=(ab)+, abR 
= aR, baR = bR. 
Proof (vii)*(i). Recalling that CR = dRocc’ = dd ‘, we see that aR 
= abR j out = (ab)(ab)+ = abb+a+*a(l- bb’) u+ua* = a(1 - bb+)a* = vv* = 
O*u=abb’,and hence a*= bb’a*. so that a*R cbR. In a similar manner 
Rb= Rub *btb=(ab)tab*u*u=O*b=atab=a*(at)*b*Rb~Ra*= Ra. 
Hence aR = bR, and finally Rab = Rb*(ab)*R = b*R = bR = aR = abR, 
ensuring that ab is EP. 
The other implications are proven similarly. W 
4. REMARKS 
(1) The hypothesis of Theorem 2 can be weakened by dropping the 
requirement that b be EP; but we cannot drop the EP condition on a. 
For example, if a* S = US = bS and a’ and b’ exist, then (ab)’ exists and 
(ab)+= b ‘a’. Indeed, Sb* L Sa implies b *=b*a’a, b=a’ab, and a*SGbS 
implies a* = bb’a*, a= abb’, and again (ab)’ = b’a’ then follows. 
On the other hand, over GF(3) with A* = At, let 
A+=(; ;), B=(; ;)=B+=B*. 
Then A is not EP, B is EP, R (A) = R (B), yet (AB)‘# B ‘A ‘. 
(2) While in a *-regular ring [4, (6.17); 1, p. 1831 (ab)‘= b’a’oa*abb* is 
EP, this is not necessarily true in a ring with involution. This is seen from 
matrices over GF(5) with A ’ = A* and 
(AB)’ = B ‘A’, but A*ABB* is not EP. The proof requires the star- 
cancellation law in connection with elements (1 - a+u)bb*a* and (1 - bb’) 
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a*ab, and this is the reason for the conditions in Corollary 2. 
(3) In view of the above result, we note the following [4, Proposition 30; 
51, first recalling that a’!3 = a*S. 
COROLLARY~. Let S be as in Theorem 2 and a and b EP elements of S. 
Zf abS = aS = a2S and Sab=Sb= Sb’, then at, b’, and (ab)+ exist. Zf, in 
addition, (ab)+ = a’b’, then aS = bS, ab and ba are EP, and ab= ba. 
Proof, By Lemma 3, at and b’ exist. Now (ab)(ab)*S=abb*S=abS, 
while (ab)*(ab)S=(ab)*aS= b*a*aS=b*a*S=(ab)*S, using Lem.ma 3, and 
it then follows from Theorem 1 that (ab)+ exists. The remainder of this 
corollary follows as in [4], indeed (ab)‘=a+b’ implies aS=abS=(a+b+)+S 
=(a’b+)*S= b t*at*S~bt*S=bS=(ab)*S=(ab)tS=afbfS~a*S=aS. 
Thus aS = bS. By Theorem 2, ab and ba are EP, and (ba)’ = a ‘b’ = (ab)‘, so 
ab = ba. n 
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